The speci cation of all aspects of a programming language requires adequate formal models and tool support. Montages speci cations combine graphical and textual elements to yield language descriptions similar in structure, length, and complexity to those in common language manuals, but with a formal semantics. A broad range of people involved in programming language design and use may nd convenient to use Montages in combination with the tool Gem{Mex. It allows the automatic generation of high{ quality documents, type{checkers, interpreters and symbolic debugger.
Introduction
Montages 15] are a speci cation formalism for describing all aspects of programming languages. Syntax, static analysis and semantics, and dynamic semantics are given in a uni ed and coherent way by means of semi{visual descriptions. The static aspects of Montages resemble control and data ow graphs, and the overall speci cations are similar in structure, length, and complexity to those found in common language manuals. Thus, Montages are a formal instrument which can be equally well understood by language designers, compiler constructors, and programmers.
Based on Abstract State Machines (formally called Evolving Algebras) 8] Montages provide a theoretical basis for a number of activities from initial language design to prototyping. ASMs have been proposed by Y.Gurevich as a dynamic generalization of multi{sorted algebras, intended to provide a more versatile notion of Turing machine, \able to simulate arbitrary algorithms in a direct and essentially coding{free way " 8] .
In short, ASMs are a state{based formalism in which a state is updated in discrete time steps. Unlike most state based systems, the state is given by an algebra, that is, a collection of functions and universes. The state transitions are given by rules that update functions pointwise and extend universes with new elements.
ASMs have already been used to model the dynamic semantics of programming languages such as C 9], C++ 21], Oberon 13] , Occam 3] , Prolog 5] , and VHDL 4] . At the risk of oversimplifying somewhat, we can describe some of these models 9, 21, 13] as follows. Program execution is modeled by the evolution of two functions CT and S. The current task CT represents the part of the program text currently in execution and may be seen as an abstract program counter. S represents the current value of the store. Formally one de ne the initial state of the functions and speci es how they evolve by means of transition rules.
In the described models 9, 21, 13], the initial state is assumed to include the results of a static analysis, which is only described informally. This analysis provides a representation of the program's control and data ow in the form of functions between parts of the program text. As usual the control ow functions specify the order in which statements are executed, and the data ow functions specify how values ow via variables through operations. The corresponding transition rules update the program counter and program state using the control ow and data ow functions.
Montages suggest how to use ASMs to model not only the dynamic semantics of a programming language, but the static analysis and semantics as well. In particular, we show how to generate the control and data ow, i.e. what for us correspond to the abstract syntax, starting from the concrete one. This mapping is provided by means of graphs which confer to the speci cation a certain intelligibility.
In this paper, we show some toy examples. The speci cation method scales{up to realistic languages, e.g. in 17] is the complete speci cation of the whole language Oberon can be found. Complex features as encapsulation, modularity, inheritance and pointers are covered in a surprisingly short and comprehensive manner. Montages have been used also in 2] and 7] for formalizing the object{oriented language Sather and the SQL direct (ISO9075), respectively.
The collection of Montages de ning a language may be used used for generating automatically a number of tools, such as type{checkers, interpreters and symbolic debuggers. This is accomplished by means of the Gem{Mex language suite which provides a convenient and comfortable environment. These tools feature also the possibility to generate high quality documents suitable for presentations and reference manuals.
The paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we de ne some prerequisites. Montages are presentated in section 3. analysis. Then we illustrate the tool Gem{Mex. Finally, in the last section, we draw conclusions and provide a brief comparison with related work.
Prerequisites
In the following sections we give some preliminary notions. In section 2.1 we introduce the notion of initial state of ASMs, and specify how a compact derivation tree is mapped in such a state. Section 2.2 introduces the notion of transition rule of ASMs, and show some generic transition rules which can be used to traverse a compact derivation tree parallelly and sequentially.
Although all used aspects of ASMs are explained during the sections, we have to be rather short. For a more complete treatment and motivations we refer to 8].
Initial State and Tree Representation
Given a context free grammar of a language, the generation of a string S of that language can be described by means of a derivation tree. The root of the tree is labeled with the start symbol. Every replacement of a nonterminal n by s 1 s 2 : : : s m in the derivation of S is represented in the tree by appending from left to right nodes representing s 1 to s m to the node representing n. The new nodes are labeled with the corresponding symbols s 1 to s m . Such trees can be made more compact by putting multiple labels in the case of synonym productions 19] . Synonym productions are rules of the form n ::= s 1 js 2 j : : : js m , which give place to nodes with only one child. In such cases we simply do not append new nodes but we keep track of the synonym productions by adding a new label to the current node. The resulting trees are called compact derivation trees and we distinguish a synonym production n ::= E by writing n = E . To exemplify the situation we give in g. 1 the normal and the compact version of a term a +b (c+D)+e of a typical expression language. According to the above de nitions, each node is labeled with at least one terminal or one non-terminal, which is the left-hand-side of a non-synonym production. Such symbols are called characteristic symbols since it can be shown that each node is labeled with exactly one of them. If a node is labeled with a characteristic symbol s we say as well that the node is characterized by s. Such a characterization partitions the set of nodes.
Given a program, its compact derivation tree is represented in the associated initial state. A state of an ASM is given by a set called the superuniverse and a collection of functions. The superuniverse has the distinguished elements true, false, and undef. Unary functions from the superuniverse to ftrue; f alseg are used to represent sets or universes. The universe consisting of true and f alse is called Bool. Our setting requires some speci c universes. In particular, the nodes of the compact derivation tree constitute the universe Node. Moreover, each terminal and non{terminal symbol s is interpreted by a sub-universe of Node containing those nodes which are labeled by s. As mentioned in the last section, the universes interpreting the characteristic symbols partition the universe Node, i.e. each node is in exactly one such universe. But a node might be present in more than one universe if it has multiple labels, which is possible if its derivation includes synonym productions.
Example In g. 1 the left{ and bottom{most node of the compact tree is member of the universes Expr, Term, Factor, and Ident, where Ident is its unique characterization.
A number of so{called selector functions re ects the structure of compact derivation trees and allows us to retrieve the syntactical elements of the program text. Since descendants of a node are constructed by a production rule, we de ne the functions accordingly. Let x be a node whose descendants have been constructed by a replacement due to a production rule n ::= E , If the same symbol s occurs more than once in \s 1 s 2 s m ", we enumerate the functions from left to right: S1-s maps x to the rst s-descendant, S2-s to the second and so on. If E contains a symbols s in a f g part, then an element of a universe ListNode is created and serves as access point of the whole list. The details are given in section 3.2. Apart from the selector functions, which re ect the structure of the tree, we need also an auxiliary function Up : Node ! Node, which links the descendants to their parents.
The automatic de nition of initial state is implemented in the Gem{Mex tool which is described in section 4.
Transition Rules and Tree Traversal
Given an initial state a transition rule governs the behavior of an ASM. A transition rule is a description of how the current state evolves starting from the initial one. The transition rules are built over the following set of constructs: update, block, conditional, vary and extend. The update operator is a pointwise modi cation of a function. Its synopsis is f (t 1 ; : : : ; t n ) := t 0 Such a rule rst evaluates the terms t 1 ; : : : ; t n and t 0 over the current state to the elements e 1 ; : : : ; e n and e 0 , and then modi es f on the point (e 1 ; : : : ; e n ) to e 0 . The update of f does not a ect the de nition of the function over the rest of the domain. A set of transition rules constitute a block and are executed in parallel. For convenience we speak henceforth about \transition rules", if we mean the block of them. A conditional rule consists of a condition C and another rule R.
The then branch R is triggered if the value of the guard expression C is evaluated to true. A conditional rule may have also an else branch, in such a case the corresponding transition rule is triggered if the guard is not evaluated to true. The operators vary, and extend are explained as they are encountered in the paper. The di erent states of an ASM are reached by iteratively triggering the transition rule until the ASM reaches a state which cannot evolve anymore.
Montages model the static semantics and analysis with an ASM that traverses the tree. In the next section we de ne what exactly happens during this traversal. In this section we de ne a general pattern of transition rules which can be used to de ne a traversal. In instance of the pattern traverses a compact derivation tree of a given grammar, and executes at each node an action, which depends on the characterization. In addition a general technique is introduced allowing to sequentialize the tree traversal in an arbitrary way.
Imperative versus declarative style In 14] we de ned tree traversal in an imperative style. Here we use alternatively a de nition in a declarative style. The declarative style presented here can be used for parallel traversal as well, which is needed for the derivation of parallel compilers. The imperative version of 14] is a sequential re nement of the declarative version given here. The advantage of the imperative version is that it is easier to read for non-academic programmers. Another advantage of the version given here, is that it facilitates extraction of an axiomatic description of the state reached after the graph traversal.
As noted the aim of the traversal is to execute for each node in the tree an action. We start with a rule executing the action for all nodes in parallel. Then we show how to specify an action depending on the characterization of the node. Finally we present a solution, how the execution of the actions can be sequentialized.
Parallel traversal In order to execute an action R for each node, we use the vary construct of ASMs. Case distinction by characterization Using the fact that the nodes are partitioned by their characterization, we can execute a specialized rule R n , the so called action of n, for a node characterized by n. Technically we can do this by replacing R in the above vary rule by a block of conditionals, one for each characterizing symbol n: if n(CN) then (2) R n endif Such a conditional triggers R n only, if n(CN) evaluates to true, i.e. if CN is in the universe n. For convenience we say henceforth action of a node, if we mean the action of its characterization.
Up to now, for each node, its action is executed in parallel. The next task is to introduce the possibility to sequentialize the execution. Typically the actions should be executed for lower level nodes rst, and in some order between the children of a node. The situation where actions of lower level nodes are executed rst allows already for direct representation of structural induction: each node (representing a parsed term) can use the results of the actions (de nitions) performed for the descendants (representing sub-terms). In addition we need often a certain sequentialisation between descendants, e.g. actions for declaration parts in programs must typically be performed before actions for the statement parts.
For the sequentialisation task, we need a boolean dynamic eld where again R is re ned to a case distinction by characterization (2). The nal state or termination of a sequentialized tree traversal is reached if the root of the tree is visited.
Montages
Montages are a semi{visual formalism which de nes for each characteristic symbol the related syntactic and semantic aspects of a language. We start by giving two examples for Montages of programming language constructs. The rst example, given in g. 2, is a typical While loop. The topmost part is the production rule de ning the context free syntax. Below is a graphical representation of the control and data ow graph. The NT (NextTask), and TrueTask arrows denote for instance sequential control ow, while the Condition arrow denotes the data ow. Control ow arrows are dotted and data ow arrows are solid. The control ow arrows I (initial) and T (terminal) are special arrows which serve to plug together the local ow{information to the global one. The boxes and circles are labeled with the selector functions accessing the corresponding The third part of the While Montage contains the static semantics, that is, the type of the While-condition must be Boolean. The last part contains the dynamic semantics rules. This rule is executed if the abstract program counter CT points to a DO-task. In this case, it checks whether the value of the condition is true. If it is true, the abstract program counter is set to the statement sequence (using the TrueTask arrow), else to the next task. The next task of the DO token is not de ned directly by the graph, but it is de ned through the mentioned plugging mechanism of the T arrow. 
right argument of the \+" token. In contrast to the rst example, the second part of the Sum Montages contains a textual rule. This rule uses the static function LeastCommonSupertype in order to determine the type of the Sum from the types of the left and right arguments. The dynamic semantics rule of the \+"-token raises a runtime error, if the addition leads to an over ow, with respect to the type of the expression. Otherwise the value of the \+"-token is set to the result of the addition and control is passed to the next task.
It is remarkable how the understanding of a Montage does not require too much expertise as shown in the examples above. The formal semantics given below is an unambiguous arbiter between di erent ways of understanding and it makes clear how the interaction between the Montages works, e.g. how the I and T arrows plug the local ow information together to global control and data ow graphs. The resulting ASM semantics is exactly compact as the visual Montages, i.e. each element in a Montages corresponds to an update in the ASM semantics.
Basic De nitions
Formally speaking, the semantics of a Montages speci cation is an ASM M that for a given program checks the static semantics, initializes the control and data ow functions, and in a second phase executes the dynamic semantics. The transition rule of M consists thus of two rules, one modeling the rst phase, called statics rule, and one modeling the second phase, called dynamics rule.
The statics rule is a sequentialized traversal as described in the last section. The actions executed by the statics rule check for each node the static semantics, and de ne control and data ow between leaf descendants. In the Montages framework, the de ned ow information is stored as functions between parts of the program text, i.e. leaves of the derivation tree. This functions correspond to the arrows in the examples. As usual the nal state of such a sequential traversal is reached if the root is visited. If the traversal is aborted, e.g. a function Abort is set to true, the checked program is not valid. Otherwise we can proceed with the dynamics rule.
The second phase uses the nal state of the rst as its initial state. The dynamics rule executed in the second phase corresponds to the transition rule of a traditional ASM for dynamic semantics, as described in the introduction. But in contrast to the traditional use of ASMs, where control and data ow are assumed to be given as functions between leaves, here these functions are de ned by the rst phase.
As exempli ed above, Montages are modules containing for a characteristic symbol: A production rule, if the symbol is a non-terminal. A semi{visual speci cation of control and data ow functions. The graphical part consists of nodes representing the right-hand-side symbols of the production rule and arcs specifying ow function. The textual part is a transition rule. A rst{order logic predicate that represents the static semantics constraint. This predicate is marked by the keyword condition.
Transition rules that model the dynamic semantics of terminals generated by the production rule. These four parts are used to de ne the statics and dynamics rules. The dynamics rule is simply the block of the rules given in the fourth part of the Montages. The statics rule is a sequentialized traversal (3). The second and third part of a Montage of a symbol s de ne the action of s in this traversal. The de nition of the before-relation for the statics rule is done by a parallel traversal (1) with case distinction by characterization (2) . The actions of this traversal are de ned such that lower nodes in the tree must be visited before higher nodes, and that siblings are visited in the order corresponding to their left-before-right and top-before-bottom order in the graph of the Montages.
We can thus de ne the s-action in the parallel traversal de ning the before-relation of the statics rule as follows:
before(CN.S 1 , CN.S 2 ) := true before(CN.S 2 , CN.S 3 ) := true : : : before(CN.S n?1 , CN.S n ) := true before(CN.S n , CN) := true where S 1 , S 2 , : : : , S n are the selector functions accessing the descendants of an s-node in the left-before-right and top-before-bottom order de ned by the Montage of s. Please note that the transitive closure of the de ned relation is not necessary due to the way how the sequentialisation mechanism works.
To illustrate we give the corresponding actions for the While and Sum Montages.
Example The actions of the statics rule are explained step by step in the following. Lets assume for the discussion a xed Montage for a symbol s. The action for this Montage is built up as block of updates. Each arrow in the control and data ow graph de nes one update in the action. This update links not directly the graphically related nodes but two of their leaf-descendants. The de nition which leaf descendants are linked relies heavily on the de nition of two functions Initial : Node ! Node Terminal : Node ! Node which conceptually denote the rst and the last leaf in the control ow between the leaf-descendants of a node. These functions are initialized with the identity on nodes, in order to be well de ned for leaves, which serve as their own initial and terminal leaf. The de nition on inner nodes is built up inductively during the tree traversal. A dotted arrow, labeled with I (respectively T) denotes the direct descendant, whose de nition of Initial (respectively Terminal) has to be copied. In the While montage ( g. 2), for instance, the initial leaf of a WhileStatement-node is the initial leaf of the S-Expr-descendant, and the terminal leaf is the terminal leaf of the S-DO-descendant.
The arrows in the graph de ne three di erent kind of updates in the action, one for the above described Initial and Terminal functions, one for data ow arrows,and one for control ow arrows:
1. To de ne the functions Initial and Terminal, we specify which node in the graph contains the initial and terminal leaf, respectively. We call this nodes Inode and Tnode. Inode is de ned as the target of a dotted arrow labeled with I, and Tnode is the source of a dotted arrow labeled with T. The de ned control functions link the terminal leaf with the initial. We call the block of these updates fragment{3.
The action of the statics rules contains in addition to the updates corresponding to the arrows a rule which is given textually in the second part of the Montage. Please have a look at the textual rule in the sum Montage ( g. 3). Its structure resembles to that of updates generated by the second fragment, but it cannot be represented graphically. Theoretically all graphical de ned updates can be given textually as well.
The only missing part is the check of the static semantics condition. This condition is checked before the updates of the action happen, and a nullary function Abort is set to true if the condition is false. In order to make the rule easier to read, we write the corresponding conditional rule at the beginning of all updates. We discussed now all parts of the action of a characteristic symbol, and can de ne it as follows:
The Example We give for the While ( g. 2) and Sum ( g. 3) Montages the corresponding actions. The action
List Processing
In many approaches a major part of a language speci cation is concerned with the processing of lists. Therefore we decided to include in Montages a simple, yet powerful list model together with graphical and textual speci cation elements that can be used to avoid all explicit list processing.
If the right{hand side of a production rule contains a symbol in a f g part, a list of descendents is generated. As already mentioned we generate as well an additional node, a so called list node, that provides access to the elements and to all needed informations about the list. An attribute ListLength of the list node is set to the length of the generated list and a binary mix{ x function ] : ListNode Nat ! Node can be used to retrieve the elements of the list. The initial and terminal leaves of a list node are de ned to be the initial leaf of the rst element, respectively the terminal leaf of the last element in the list. If the list is empty, they point to the list node itself, which then serves as dummy element. The dynamic semantics of that dummy element corresponds to the skip command.
For convenience we assume that a number of patterns in the right-hand-side of production rules are recognized and treated as simple lists. These patterns are fsg sfsg s f\t" sg s f\t" sg] where \t" is an arbitrary terminal and s a non-terminal. For all these patterns just one list node is generated, which can be accessed by the selector function S-s. The ] function can then be used to access all generated s-descendants from left to right, regardless by which s in the pattern the descendant was generated.
We have not yet de ned the statics for list nodes. For simplicity we give just one of many possible solutions. We de ne the action in the before-de nition such that the elements must be visited from left to right and that they are visited before the list node CN: In the graphs of Montages, a list node is represented by a box, which is marked in the right{top corner with the keyword List. A second box or circle within the List{box represents the single elements in the list. An arrow from a node within a List{box corresponds therefore to a family of arrows from all of the elements in that list, whereas an arrow to the list-box itself has the same semantics as normal arrows. 
Development Environment for Montages
The development environment for Montages is given by the Gem{Mex tool. It consists of a graphical editor (Gem) providing an easy mean to edit the graphical and textual elements of a Montage, and an executable generator (Mex). Gem also contains functionality to generate documents suitable for presenting the Montages. Both, paper and online presentation of the speci ed Montages are supported by Gem: L A T E X as well as Html versions of the Montages speci ed can be generated. In order to increase the readability also of the parts of the formalization represented by the textual elements of the Montages, a \literate speci cation" style is supported by means of a literate programming tool integrated into the system. Literate speci cation means that the Montages text elds may contains references to other parts of the formalization speci ed out the Montages boxes. This makes the appearance of a Montages speci cation very much like those of an informal description yet being a formal one.
Mex is a type checker and executable generator for Montages. As mentioned earlier, in a rst step Mex uses standard tools (lex and yacc) to construct the abstract syntax tree according to the syntax rules given by the Montages speci cation. The next step is the generation of code given by class description of the object{oriented programming language Sather. This code consists of the following parts:
de nition of a class hierarchy representing the grammar structure of the speci cation, code implementing the conditions and transition rules, code representing the ASM for the dynamic semantics given by the text in the bottommost parts of the Montages, and code for debugging the generated executable. For each grammar rule Mex generates either a concrete or an abstract class depending on whether it is a production rule or a synonym production. The rst kind of rule are represented by concrete classes, the latter ones trigger the generation of abstract classes being parent classes of those (concrete or abstract) classes representing the alternatives of the synonym production. Figure 6 shows an example for the generation of classes corresponding to grammar rules. Nonterminal appearing on the right{hand{side of a production rule are modeled as attributes of the left{hand{side attribute. Figure 6 shows an example for the generation of classes corresponding to grammar rules.
The consistency check of the Montages is done during the construction of the abstract syntax tree. The data and control edges, the condition and the transition rules are evaluated during a tree traversal constructing the initial state for the ASM de ning the dynamic semantics.
Mex generates source code that represents the ASM rules of the dynamic semantics. This is done by simple data ow analysis of the updates and introducing auxiliary variables where necessary.
The generated code also contains debugging functionality in order to allow the user to interactively trace the run of the ASM given by the dynamic semantics rules. The debugging functionality includes E = TjS S ::= E\+"T T = IjP P ::= T\ "I ) abstract class $E; class S < $E is attr S_E :$E; attr S_PLUS:PLUS; attr S_T :$T end; abstract class $T < $E; class P < $T is attr S_T :$T; attr S_AST:AST; attr S_I :I; end; Figure 6 : Generated class structure the animation of nodes within the corresponding Montages in the Gem editor; token nodes and edge are highlighted when they are reached by the control ow.
Related Works
Non functional language features are pretty hard to be speci ed and as Abramsky says \ : : : once languages with features beyond the purely functional are considered, the appropriateness of modeling programs by functions is increasingly open to question. Neither concurrency nor`advanced' imperative features have been captured denotationally in a fully convincing fashion." 1] The above considerations about pragmatics motivated the work represented by Action semantics 18]. It is an initial{algebra semantics, based on Mosses' uni ed algebras. Action semantics retained some denotational semantics features, i.e. context{free grammars for de ning abstract{syntax trees, and the use of Horn clauses to give inductive de nition of compositional semantic functions. The main semantic entities are actions, which are speci ed by means of the action notation. To mention Mosses \ : : : the current structural operational semantics of action notation is not easy to modify; alternative forms of operational semantics, such as evolving{algebra semantics, might be preferable in that respect. " 18] Another universal meta{language for all aspects of programming languages is ASF+SDF 20] . It is based on initial sematics and speci es the static and dynamic semantics by means of positive conditional equations. As other functional and logical framework the state information should be somehow encoded in the speci cation reducing the e ectiveness of the model which otherwise has an intrinsic elegance.
An approach which is directly based on Natural Deduction is the Natural Semantic 10]. For somebody knowing mathematical logic, Natural Semantics is pretty intuitive and we used it for the dynamic semantics of Oberon 12] . Although we succeeded due to the excellent tool support by Centaur 6], the result was much longer and more complex then the ASM counterpart given in 13]. This was caused by the burden due to the state information which required explicit treatment.
There is a certain similarity between attribute grammars 11] and Montages since both have a nice structural decomposition that corresponds to the syntactic structures of the language. Attribute grammars decorate a tree with attributes. Such attributes may be either inherited or synthesized, which corresponds to a top{down and a bottom{up evaluation, respectively. In general, e cient attribute grammars evaluators may be generated only for synthesized attributes. Montages may be viewed as attribute grammars with only two synthesized attributes, i.e. the Terminal and Initial leaves. In contrast to traditional attribute grammars, these attributes are pointers to the token sequence. We can therefore manipulate attributes in the token sequence resulting in global e ects. The restriction of the computation to direct descendent's attributes causes a lack of expressiveness and use of attribute grammars. Moreover, they tend to be very long if applied to realistic languages ( 19] ).
Conclusions
In this paper we presented a novel approach to cope with speci cations of all aspects of programming languages. Expressive yet intelligible descriptions of language constructs and of complex features together with ease of maintenance were sought. In this respect, the well known ASMs gained already attention.
The classical use of ASMs abstracts from the static semantics and assumes the result of a static analysis in order to de ne the dynamic semantics. Not formalizing the mapping between the concrete syntax and the tree decorated by control and data ow is regarded as a heavy limitation of the speci cation method. An exception is the work on Occam 3] . Unfortunately the solution presented there allows not for the de nition of the static semantics. Montages solves the problem using control and data ow graphs and at the same time allows one to give a very compact de nition of static semantics as full rst{order predicates. At the same time Montages retain the advantages of ASMs.
Experience in scaling up both basic ASMs and Montages for large case studies such as the speci cation of SQL 7] and Oberon 13, 15] showed some important advantages of Montages with respect to basic GMs: the readability and comprehension of speci cations improved drastically since the speci cation is arranged in capsules of behavior according to the rules of the context{free grammar, the maintenance of the whole speci cation is much easier since the behavior can be easily localized and eventually modi ed according to requirement changes, starting from the static semantics and analysis allows one to have a better comprehension of the dynamic semantics, the speci cation process requires less time since { the designer is driven by the structure of the Montages, { Montages represents a sort of factorization of behavior which can be reused in the de nition of other languages in a o {the{shelf fashion or via re nement.
Montages are formal descriptions of programming languages with an higher intelligibility than usual semantics descriptions. This is mainly due to the use of visual elements and the elaborated structuring mechanism. Gem{Mex plays an important role from the early design stage to language prototyping, allowing one to verify whether the intentions have been really formalized in the speci cation and eventually allowing backtracks in the design.
